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اختبارات عامة على منهج الفصل الدراسى ا䐣لول
General Tests

TEST 1

ListeningA
Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:1

نص االستماع الخاص بهذا السؤال فى آخر الكتاب

1. Port Said is located in the north-east of  .

a  Paris b  London c  Europe d  Egypt

2. Port Said is known for its  .

a  shapes b  chips c  ships d  sheep

3. Port Said is connected to  by the Suez Canal.

a  Suez b  Giza c  Aswan d  Cairo

4. Many  are caught in the sea near Port Said.

a  birds b  昀椀sh	 c  animals d  insects

Language FunctionsB
Complete the following dialogue: 2

Mustafa is asking Mo'men about the Egyptian Food Bank.

Mustafa : Do you know about the Egyptian Food Bank?

Mo’men : 1  . It’s a famous

charity in Egypt.

Mustafa : What does it do?

Mo’men :
2  . 

Mustafa : 3  ?

Mo’men : People donate more than 100 million Egyptian pounds to this charity every 

year.

Mustafa : Do many people do this?

Mo’men : 4   .

Mustafa : 5   ?

Mo’men : People can also donate food.
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Reading ComprehensionC
Read the following, then answer the questions:3

All over the world, there are thousands of people who have a pair of jeans. Millions 

of pairs are sold every year. All kinds of people wear them: kings, lorry drivers, singers 

and you!

Jeans are made from cotton. Cotton grows in hot countries, like Egypt. When the 

cotton is white, it is picked. Next it is cleaned and then it is taken to a factory. At the 

factory the cotton is made into long threads. Machines are used to weave them to 

make cloth. The cloth is taken to another factory. There, it is cut and the pieces are 

sewn together. Jeans have to be strong. Did you see the small round pieces of metal 

on the pockets of jeans before? These make the pockets strong. When the jeans are 

昀椀nished,	they	are	taken	to	clothes	shops	and	markets.	Now	you	can	buy	them!	

A. Answer the following questions:

1. What's the main idea of the passage?

2. Why do you think Egypt is a good place to grow cotton?

3. Where is the cotton woven into cloth?

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. Jeans are made from  .

a  leather b  cotton c  wool  d  plastic

5. The small round pieces of metal on the pockets of jeans make them  .

a  strong  b  weak c  loose  d  clean

6. The underlined word "cloth" means  .

a  machines b  pockets c  fabric  d  markets

Vocabulary and StructureD
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:4

1. Mr Hassan's daughter is married to a  . 

a  statue b  charity c  surgeon d  project

2. The children used   to cover their faces in yesterday’s party.

a  moons b  wardrobes c  cupboards d  masks
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3. When I came into the living room, the cats   on the table.

a  were sitting b  was sitting c  are sitting d  sits

4. They got married and wore gold  on their fingers.

a  vases b  rings c  insects d  mirrors

5. The bed is in  of the wardrobe.

a  next  b  behind c  opposite  d  front

6. Does Ahmed text Hamada before he   to bed?

a  go  b  going  c  goes  d  went

7. The doctor and the nurse are in the  looking after patients.

a  ward b  award  c  word d  way

8. Marwa got the  which is wearing around her neck on her birthday party.

a  watch b  necklace c  shoe d  shirt

9. The Red is one of the most important charities in the world.

a  Crescent b  Moon c  Sun d  Sky

10. This is the museum  we visited last week. 

a  where b  who c  when d  that

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets:5

1. You must listen to the teacher. You  (must) be noisy in class.

2. Does Hossam  (has to) wear a uniform at school?

3. They look at the broken vase  (sad).

4. Drive carefully here because they  (repair) the road.

WritingE
Write a paragraph of about NINETY (90) words on: 6

 "A description of your bedroom".
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TEST 2

ListeningA
Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:1

1. Mustafa has got lots of .

a  balls b  clothes c  shoes d  books

2. Mustafa likes to sit and read in the big .

a  sofa b  armchair c  chair d  bed

3. Mustafa keeps all his  in the chest of drawers.

a  clothes b  letters c  desks d  books

4. Mustafa washes his  before he eats.

a  room b  books c  hands d  clothes

Language FunctionsB
Complete the following dialogue: 2

Islam is asking Wael for some bread.

Islam : Hello! Wael.

Wael : 1   .

Islam : Have you got bread?

Wael : Yes, I have.

Islam : 2  ?

Wael : Yes, of course. 3   ?

Islam : 4  . I want to cut the bread.

Wael : Here's the knife.

Islam : 5  .

Reading ComprehensionC
Read the following, then answer the questions:3

One day, Ayman was mending a hole in the roof of his house. He was about to 

昀椀nish,	and	he	was	pleased	with	his	work.	He	saw	a	fat	man	in	dirty	clothes	standing	
below.
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“Can I help you?” asked Ayman.

“Come down and I’ll tell you,” called the man.

Ayman was annoyed, but he was a polite man. He climbed all the way down to the 

ground.

“How can I help you?” he asked, when he reached the ground.

“Could you give a little money for an old beggar?” asked the old man. Ayman 

thought for a minute.

Then he said, “Come with me.” He began climbing the ladder again. The old man 

followed him all the way to the top. When they were both sitting on the roof, Ayman 

turned to the beggar.

“No,” he said. 

A. Answer the following questions:

1. What was Ayman doing on the roof?

2. What did the beggar look like?

3. Did Ayman give money to the beggar?

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. Ayman was pleased with .

a  the beggar  b  his work  c  his clothes  d  his house

5. Ayman was  when the man asked him to come down.

a  pleased b  happy c  glad d  annoyed

6. When Ayman said, “No”, he was on the . 

a  ladder  b  ground c  roof  d  window

Vocabulary and StructureD
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:4

1.    birds lay eggs.

a  Male b  Email c  Mall d  Female 

2. I live in a new  of flats.

a  block b  back c  blog d  plan

3. Why  on a chair when I came into the room?

a  are you standing  b  were you standing

c  you stand  d  will you stand
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4. Don’t  the door; the paint is still wet.

a  touch b  protect c  drive d  match

5. I go to the bakery  ; I always buy bread in the morning.

a  every b  never  c  daily d  dairy

6. What time do you  at school?

a  arrive  b  arriving  c  arrives  d  are arriving

7. You call a  if there is a problem with your computer system.

a  shop worker  b  computer engineer

c  street-food seller  d  call-centre worker

8. This hospital has large   .

a  words b  stalls c  wards d  deserts

9. Every year, people more than 100 million Egyptian pounds to charities in 

Egypt.

a  waste b  miss c  lose d  donate

10. You wash your hands before you eat.

a  should b  shouldn’t c  mustn’t d  have

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word (s) in brackets:5

1. I  (must) be late. It’s the most important meeting of the year. 

2. The man accepted the offer  (immediate).

3.  Samy used to  (waiting) for us every time when we got off the 

plane.

4. This is the doctor  (which) came and saw me at home.

WritingE
Write a paragraph of about NINETY (90) words on: 6

“How you could help people in your community”
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TEST 3

ListeningA
Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:1

1. Many great jobs do something to  other people. 

a  listen  b  help c  make d  hurt

2. A lot of people think  are heroes. 

a  teachers b  students c  animals d  players

3.	Fire昀椀ghters	have	to	do	  things to save people.

 a  easy  b  lazy c  no d  dangerous

4. Teachers teach us to read and .

 a  swim b  write c  run d  speak

Language FunctionsB
Complete the following dialogue: 2

A guide is showing some tourists the Karnak Temple.

Guide : Welcome to the Karnak Temple.

Tourist : Excuse me. What is this tall stone called?

Guide : 1   . 

Tourist : A needle! 2   ?

Guide : It’s nearly thirty metres tall.

Tourist : 3  ?

Guide : They’re hieroglyphic writings.

Tourist :  Who built it?

Guide : 4  . They were great people.

Tourist : 5   .
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Read the following, then answer the questions:3

One day, Nabil went to town to buy new clothes. First, he tried on a pair of trousers. 

He didn’t like the trousers, so he gave them back to the shopkeeper. Then he tried a 

jacket which had the same price as the trousers. Nabil was pleased with the jacket, 

and he left the shop. Before he drove home, the shopkeeper ran out. “You didn’t pay 

for the jacket!” said the shopkeeper. “But I gave you the trousers in exchange for the 

jacket, didn’t I?” replied Nabil. “Yes, but you didn’t pay for the trousers, either!” said 

the shopkeeper. “But I didn’t buy the trousers,” replied Nabil. “I am not so stupid as 

to pay for something which I never bought.”

A. Answer the following questions:

1. What clothes did Nabil try on?

2.  Why did the shopkeeper run out of the shop?

3. What do you think of Nabil?

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. Nabil was pleased with the .

a  trousers  b  hat  c  jacket  d  shoes

5. The underlined word “trousers” means . 

a  shoes  b  pants c  skirts  d  shirts

6. Nabil gave the  back to the shopkeeper.

a  shop b  jacket c  money d  trousers

Vocabulary and StructureD
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:4

1. Magid won an international cycling .

a  pollution b  competition c  completion d  population

2. We  the Nile yesterday.

a  cross b  to cross c  crossing d  crossed
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3.  We eat three meals  .  

a  yearly b  daily c  weekly d  monthly

4. The  has seats for 50,000 people.

a  arch b  pyramid c  stadium d  guide

5. Four people can sit on that  .

a  cushion  b  sofa  c  chair  d  cupboard

6. My sister  good at maths.

a  is always  b  always is  c  has always  d  always has

7. A  is a person who helps in a place which sells food.

a  scientist  b  computer engineer 

c  street-food seller  d  call-centre worker

8. Nada and Mai  their bikes at the moment.

a  ride b  is riding c  rides d  are riding

9. Mother does the cooking and I up after having lunch.

a  wash b  give c  look d  watch

10. Our neighbour doesn’t have enough money to live well.

a  rich b  high c  poor d  hard

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets:5

1. They  (was) happy with their test results last term.

2. There used  (being) houses around here long time ago.

3. It was hot yesterday so we  (go) swimming.

4. You  (mustn’t) listen to your teachers in class.

WritingE
Write a paragraph of about NINETY (90) words on: 6

“Helping the environment”
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TEST 4

ListeningA
Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:1

1. Eman is  to do lots of new things.

a  building b  making  c  teaching  d  learning

2. Mr Osman is in  .

a  school b  hospital  c  club  d  hotel

3. Eman and some neighbours are  Mr Osman’s flat.

a  repairing  b  buying  c  selling  d  building

4. Eman and her sisters are painting the  .

a  bathroom b  bedroom  c  kitchen d  garden

Language FunctionsB
Complete the following dialogue: 2

A daughter is asking her father about the Temple of Karnak.

Daughter : What is this temple in the picture called?

Father : 1  . 

Daughter : Do many tourists visit the Temple of Karnak?

Father : 2   .

Daughter : 3  ?

Father : In Luxor. 

Daughter : 4   ?

Father : Yes, I visited it once. 

Daughter : 5  .

Father : OK. We can go to Luxor next winter. 
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Reading ComprehensionC
Read the following, then answer the questions:3

My name is Ben and I come from Australia. I am 24 years old and I live in a small 

town near Sydney called Branton. I don’t have a job now, but normally I clean shop 

windows. I live with my very beautiful wife, Maria, in a nice house in Branton. We don’t 

have any children. My wife is two years younger than me. She is an actress, but she 

isn’t very famous. She acts in a small theatre in our town. At the weekend, I like to go 

swimming in a big lake near my house.

A. Answer the following questions:

1. What is the passage about?

2. Why do you think Maria isn’t very famous actress?

3. When does Ben like to go swimming?

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. Ben comes from .

a  America  b  Canada  c  Australia  d  England

5. Maria is years old.

a  20 b  22 c  24 d  26

6. Ben and Maria have children. 

a  many  b  some c  no  d  few

Vocabulary and StructureD
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:4

1. People can fight  more easily if they have a diet.

a  collection b  infection c  competition d  population

2. They helped us and we thanked them for their  .

a  kindness b  happiness c  carelessness d  illness

3. Ice  as a result of high temperature.

a   rains b  freezes c  snows d  melts
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4.  away from that dangerous area at night, Omar.

a  Touch b  Explain c  Keep d  Take

5. A  is a place where people who do something wrong go.

a  hospital  b  theatre  c  museum  d  prison

6. They usually  to play basketball.

a  prefers  b  prefer  c  preferring  d  are preferring

7. We use  to talk to people who cannot hear, using our hands instead of 

words.

a  calligraphy  b  art c  music d  sign language

8. Mariam and I don’t have dinner together, but today we  dinner together.

a  have b  having  c  are having d  has

9. There are many  that can help poor people in Egypt.

a  charities b  libraries c  cinemas d  parks

10. The train leaves at 9 pm tomorrow, so you  be late.

a  must b  don’t have to c  mustn’t d  should

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets:5

1. We  (mustn’t) catch that train, because it’s the last one tonight.

2.  (Was) you listening while he was talking?

3. My sister always speaks very  (quiet).

4. Ahmed didn’t  (used) to have an expensive car.

WritingE
Write an email of about NINETY (90) words: 6

to your friend Magid telling him about the person that you are proud of 

(your hero).

- Your name is Adel and your email address is adel101@gmail.com.

- Your friend’s email address is magidpost@yahoo.com. 
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TEST 5

ListeningA
Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:1

1. Manal and Mona are starting a calligraphy and art club at 

a  hotel b  club  c  school  d  zoo

2. Manal's uncle is an  .

a  artist b  accountant  c  engineer  d  architect

3. They are studying  calligraphy.

a  French  b  German  c  English  d  Arabic

4. They are very  about calligraphy.

a  excited  b  sad  c  frightened d  worried

Language FunctionsB
Complete the following dialogue: 2

Mohamed has just passed his driving test.

Ahmed : Hello! Ahmed. You look happy today.

Mohamed : Hello! Mohamed. 1  .

Ahmed : Congratulations! 2  ?

Mohamed :  It was easy. I did very well.

Ahmed : 3  !

Mohamed : 4  ? 

Ahmed : Yes, I can drive well now.

Mohamed : 5  .

Ahmed : You’re right, Mohamed. I should drive carefully.

Reading ComprehensionC
Read the following, then answer the questions:3

Last Friday, I went to the zoo with my family. It was a lovely day as we enjoyed 

seeing different kinds of animals. When we passed in front of the monkeys, baboons 

and gorillas, we were amused by their funny movements; jumping, running and going 
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from one branch to another. We saw a gorilla feeds her baby as our mothers do. When 

we went to the hippo lake, we saw several hippos bathing in the water. The guard 

made one of them open its wide mouth while my sister quickly threw some grass into it. 

In the lion house, several lions were roaring and one of them was eating meat. In the 

end, we got tired and sat in the tea island where we ate sandwiches and had drinks. 

A. Answer the following questions:

1- What is the passage about?

2- Which animals were doing funny movements?

3- What did the writer's sister throw into the hippo's open mouth?

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4- Lions were  and one of them was eating meat.

a  jumping b  swimming c  roaring d  hopping

5- The underlined word “several” means . 

a  any b  few c  little d  many

6- In the end, they were .

a  tired b  sad c  careful d  angry

Vocabulary and StructureD
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:4

1. We should be very  of our country.

a  scared b  serious c  proud d  worried

2. My grandfather used  exercises every day before work.

a  to do b  do c  doing d  to doing

3.  Mr. Hossam is travelling abroad this summer, so he  get his passport 

soon.

a  mustn’t b  won’t c  have d  has to

4. Would you like another  of rice?

a  page b  square c  bowl d  pool

5. Everyone should  sports in their free time.

a  make  b  do  c  build  d  text
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6. Do you   to music?

a  often listen  b  listen often  c  often listens  d  listens often

7. What did you do to  the competition?

a  do  b  make  c  design  d  win

8. You can put the flowers in this  .

a  van b  vase c  fridge d  carpet

9. I passed my exams and I all my family happy!

a  did b  gave c  made d  lost

10. Sameh can’t find his pens because his room is always  .

a  tidy b  clean c  empty d  messy

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets:5

1. They lost the match because they played  (well).

2. I  (prepared) dinner yesterday because the cooker stopped 

working.

3. While I  (write), my pen broke.

4. Drivers  (mustn’t) follow the traffic rules.

WritingE
Write a paragraph of about NINETY (90) words on: 6

“What you and your family do in the holidays.”
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TEST 6

ListeningA
Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:1

1. Mo’men takes the  to school.

a  metro b  taxi c  train d  bus

2. Mo’men has to look after his  .

a  brother b  sister c  cousin d  son

3. Mo’men takes out the  .

a  homework b  rubbish c  books d  girls

4. Mo’men has a lot of  and maths homework.

a  Arabic b  science c  English d  history

Language FunctionsB
Complete the following dialogue: 2

Jehad's sister had an accident.

Jehad : My sister didn’t go to school yesterday.

Samir : 1  ?

Jehad : She had an accident.

Samir : 2   ?

Jehad : She fell off her bike and broke her leg.

Samir : 3  .

Jehad : Thanks, Samir. 4  .

Samir : What did the doctor say?

Jehad : The doctor said she would be better.

Samir : 5  .

Reading ComprehensionC
Read the following, then answer the questions:3

Clarkson	is	a	large	town.	It	has	about	昀椀fty	thousand	people	living	there.	It	sits	next	
to a large river, the Clark River. Every day, people take the ferry from North Clarkson 

to South Clarkson to go to work.
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South Clarkson has a lot of shops and factories. People don’t live there, but they 

come in the morning to work. There is also a big stadium. On Sundays, a lot of people 

go to watch their favourite team.

At the weekend, the people from Clarkson enjoy walking along the bank of the 

Clark River. They also sail small boats on the water and if there is a little wind, they 

昀氀y	kites	in	the	large	park.
Every year, Clarkson grows in size because a lot of people come to live there. 

Maybe in the future, if the town continues to grow, it will become a big city!

A. Answer the following questions:

1. What’s the passage about?

2. What do the people in Clarkson do at the weekend?

3. Would you like to live in Clarkson? Why / Why not?

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. Nearly  thousand people live in Clarkson.

a  thirty  b  forty  c 	昀椀fty		 d  sixty

5- The underlined word “They” refers to the  .

a  people b  boats c  shops d  factories

6. People go to the stadium on .

a  Mondays b  Saturdays c  Fridays  d  Sundays

Vocabulary and StructureD
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:4

1. A lot of people lined the streets to welcome their .

a 	昀椀lm	 b  hall c  hero d  hole

2. I  like action films, but I love them now.

a  used to b  don’t use to c  use to d  didn’t use to

3. You  talk politely to your teachers.

a  mustn’t b  can’t c  must d  has to

4. The ancient Egyptians built the Karnak  .

a  Temple b  Statue c  Guide d  Theatre
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5. I have a/an  for a job with a big company.

a  match  b  interview c  play  d 	昀椀lm
6. The boys  the bus to go to school every day.

a  take  b  takes  c  taking  d  is taking

7. I am learning  these days. That’s why I bought special pens and brushes.

a  swimming b  calligraphy c  running d  hunting

8. I bought a new  for flowers.

a  vase b  mask c 	昀椀gure	 d  tool

9. Let’s take the  . My friend’s flat is on the eleventh floor.

a  plane b  ladder c  lift d  bike

10. A/An   is someone who works for no money to help people.

a  volunteer b  engineer c  female d  junior

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets:5

1. What were you  (done) when the earthquake happened?

2. Mr Ali is the man  (where) I travel to work with.

3. I don’t like these clothes, but I  (have) wear them at work.

4. My room  (clean) by my mother every day.

WritingE
Write an email of about NINETY (90) words:6

to your friend Maha telling her about the place where you live.

- Your name is Salma and your email address is salmamail@yahoo.com.

- Your friend’s email address is maha@gmail.com. 
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TEST 7

ListeningA
Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:1

1- Yunis likes  .

a  grandma b  knives c  tables d  watermelon

2- The watermelon is on the  .

a  ground b  table  c  house d  knife

3- They need a  to cut the watermelon.

a  rope b  spoon c  knife  d  fork

4- Yunis should be   when he uses the knife!

a  careful  b  careless  c  helpful  d  helpless

Language FunctionsB
Complete the following dialogue: 2

Tarek is congratulating Amr on passing his maths test.

Tarek :  Congratulations on passing your maths test.

Amr : 1  

Tarek : 2   ? 

Amr : Yes, I like maths very much.

Tarek : What’s the next test?

Amr : 3   .

Tarek : Oh! Arabic is very interesting.

Amr : 4   ?

Tarek : I have a science test next.

Amr : 5   .
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Reading ComprehensionC
Read the following, then answer the questions:3

Some very rich people collect works of art. They often pay millions of dollars for a 

painting by a famous artist. These paintings usually become more valuable as time 

passes, so people buy them hoping to sell them at a later date for more than they paid 

for them.

We don’t have to be rich, however, to start collecting things. There are many 

interesting things that are useful to collect all round us. Such collections may not be 

worth a lot of money, but they will be valuable to historians in the future. They will tell 

them	many	things	about	the	way	we	lived	in	the	twentieth	and	twenty	昀椀rst	centuries.	If	
we aren’t collecting the same things that a friend is collecting, we can give him/her the 

things that we don’t want. This kind of collecting with friends can be fun.

A. Answer the following questions:

1. What’s the main idea of the passage?

2. What kinds of things are useful to historians? Why?

3. What do you think of collecting things? 

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. The underlined word “them” refers to .

a  people b  dollars c  paintings d  things

5.  people may pay millions of dollars for a painting.

a  Clever b  Rich c  Poor d  Mad

6. A century is a period of  years.

a  100 b  10 c  20 d  1000

Vocabulary and StructureD
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:4

1. A bicycle  puts air into the tyres.

 a  cut b  balloon c  pump d  pedal

2. Cars  cost very little, but now they are quite expensive.

a  use to b  use c  using to d  used to
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3. A  is a poor person who asks others for money, etc.

a   bigger b  bag c  beggar d  page

4. This scientist wears gloves to  his hands from the chemicals.

a  clean b  drop c  touch d  protect

5. A: How often do you  to music? 

B: Never.

a  play  b  listen  c  have  d  text

6. What time  the science lesson start?

a  is  b  do c  does d  has

7. A  helps a doctor with his / her work.

a  mechanic   b  nurse 

c 	police	of昀椀cer		 	 d  computer engineer

8. Now, I  with my friends in a café.

a  sit b  sitting c  sat  d  am sitting

9. I always look my little sister when my mother goes to the market.

a  to b  up c  after d  away

10. Some workers wear   to protect their faces.

a  masks b  gloves c  boots d  rings

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets:5

1. They didn’t  (gave) me their new address.

2. My father has to  (took) a taxi to work. He’s too late. 

3.  (Does) Ali come to your party last week?

4. That is the hotel  (where) we stayed at. 

WritingE
Write a paragraph of about NINETY (90) words on: 6

 “How life used to be different in ancient Egypt.”
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TEST 8

ListeningA
Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:1

1. The speaker has a lamp on a  next to his / her bed.

a  carpet b  window c  bookshelf d  mirror

2. The speaker has a wardrobe with a  on the front.

a  computer b  mirror c  carpet d  lamp

3. The speaker’s desk is under the  .

a  window b  sofa c  bookshelf d  wardrobe

4. The speaker can sit on the  and read or watch videos.

a  bookshelf b  wardrobe c  curtains d  sofa

Language FunctionsB
Complete the following dialogue: 2

Rana is telling Rawan what she did last weekend.

Rawan : What did you do last weekend?

Rana : 1   . 

Rawan : Does your brother love video games?

Rana : 2  . 

Rawan : 3   ?

Rana : We play them at home. 

Rawan : Do you enjoy playing video games?

Rana : 4  .

Rawan : 5   ?

Rana : Sure. We’ll be happy to join us.
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Reading ComprehensionC
Read the following, then answer the questions:3

I’m Nader and I live in Alexandria with my parents and my sisters. I’m the youngest 

in my family. I became 13 years old last month. My sisters are Mona, 16, and Rana, 

19. Rana’s very serious and she always tells me what to do, I guess because she’s the 

oldest. I go to a nice school not too far from our home and I really enjoy it. I have a lot 

of friends there and I enjoy studying. My best subject is Geography, probably because 

it’s	the	easiest!	My	most	dif昀椀cult	subject	is	Maths.	
At the weekend I spend a lot of time with my friends Hossam and Ramy. We do 

everything together and they are my best friends.

A. Answer the following questions:

1. Where does Nader live?

2. What is Nader’s favourite subject?

3. How many people are there in Nader’s family?

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. Rana is  than Mona.

a  younger  b  shorter  c  older  d  fatter

5. The underlined pronoun “they” refers to  .

a  Mona and Rana b  sports c  parents d  Hossam and Ramy

6. Nader spends a lot of time with his  at the weekend. 

a  teachers  b  friends c  brothers  d  relatives

Vocabulary and StructureD
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:4

1. Our  team was in the final of the Africa Cup of Nations in 2018.

a  girl b  boy c  kid d  senior 

2. Ahmed’s mother is a famous  . She invented a lot of great things.

a  teacher b  scientist c  worker d  photographer
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3. Ali likes to help people and animals. That’s why he wants to be a  worker.

a  chair b  cheese c  charity d  chemistry

4. Bowls are usually made of  .

a  cloth b  cotton c  paper d  clay

5. I saw Ahmed’s father on his  to work this morning.

a  street  b  road  c  way  d  club

6. Does Doaa  breakfast with her family?

a  has  b  have  c  having  d  is having

7. Ahmed is really sick. That’s why he is  in bed.

a  spending  b  building  c 	昀氀ying		 d  staying

8.  Salah doing his homework at the moment?

a  Is  b  Are c  Was d  Does

9. I helped my mother and I put my clothes.

a  along b  ashore c  aboard d  away

10. You wear a uniform at school. It’s a rule. 

a  has to b  should c  have to d  mustn’t 

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word (s) in brackets:5

1. Does Naglaa  (wears) a red dress? 

2. Yesterday at this time, I  (sit) at my desk at work.

3. I never  (listens) to music in the evenings.

4. Shall we  (going) to the cinema?

WritingE
Write a paragraph of about NINETY (90) words on: 6

“What makes a here?”
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TEST 9

ListeningA
Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:1

1. The heart  blood around the body. 

a  jumps b  stays c  dives d  pumps

2.  Egyptian doctors used to think that the heart pumped air to our 

lungs!

a  Ancient b  New c  Modern d  Lazy

3. The  were the first people to understand some of the things the 

brain did.

a  farmers b  engineers c  doctors d  vets

4. They did not know how important the  was.

a  grain b  brain c  plane d  train

Language FunctionsB
Complete the following dialogue: 2

A reporter is interviewing a scientist.

Reporter : Hello, sir.

Scientist : 1  . 

Reporter : Today we will talk about climate change. 2  ?

Scientist : Yes, Egypt’s climate  is changing.

Reporter : 3  ?

Scientist : The rain is heavier than it used to be.

Reporter : Is that dangerous? 

Scientist : 4                                                  . Houses and buildings are 

damaged by these heavy rains.  

Reporter : 5   .

Scientist : You're welcome.
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Reading ComprehensionC
Read the following, then answer the questions:3

Abdo was the son of a farmer. His father’s farm was poor, and Abdo worked on it 

for a long time. When his father died, he sold the farm and bought another one in a 

better place. 

A neighbour said to him, “The weather’s often very bad here. The wind’s very 

strong, and it breaks windows and doors”. So Abdo built a room under the ground. 

But after that, the weather was good for a very long time. There was no wind, and 

Abdo spoke angrily. He said, “Why did I listen to my neighbour?”

But then one day there was a very strong wind, and Abdo and his family had to go 

down into their room under the ground.

Then the wind stopped, and they came up. All the windows and doors in their 

house were broken. Abdo was not angry about his work now. He smiled happily and 

said, “Ah! I’m glad I built that room!”

A. Answer the following questions:

1. What did Abdo’s father do?

2. Why did Abdo sell his father’s farm?

3. What do you think of Abdo’s neighbour?

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. The underlined word “it” refers to the .

a  farm b  rock c  wind d  window

5. Abdo built a   under the ground.

a  room b  house c  hut d  farm

6. In the end, Abdo was   about what he did.

a  sad b  angry c  happy d  careful

Vocabulary and StructureD
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:4

1. Floods are natural  .

a  disasters b  posters c  masters d  painters

2. We saw a good film  .

a  tomorrow b  next week c  last week d  ago
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3. The sports  was amazing. Thirty players competed hard.

a  unit b  competition c  farm d  shelf

4. Girls like looking at themselves in  .

a  objects b  woods c  mirrors d  masks

5. Hayam has a big chest of  where she can keep her things.

a  cupboards  b  drawers  c  beds  d  basins

6. Students usually  experiments in the school laboratory.

a  do b  make  c  build d  sail

7. It is always very hot and dry, and there is a lot of sand in the  .

a  sea  b  ocean  c  dessert d  desert

8. The students studied   to get the full marks in their exams.

a  hardly b  hard c  as hard d  hardest

9. This charity helps people. They give wheelchairs to people who cannot 

walk.

a  disabled b  healthy c 	昀椀ne	 d  well

10. Tourism is something is good for Egypt. 

a  who b  which c  where d  when

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets:5

1. How much  (do) Sameh weigh? 

2. Ali used to be fat. Now, he  (doesn’t).

3. Taha and Mohsen  (doing) their homework at the moment. 

4. There didn’t  (used) to be a gas station on that corner.

WritingE
Write a paragraph of about NINETY (90) words on: 6

 “How to use less water”
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TEST 10

ListeningA
Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:1

1. The speaker went to the  of Islamic Art with his / her family.

a  Club  b  Shop  c  Park  d  Museum

2. The speaker’s  bought the tickets.

a  friends  b  parents  c  brothers  d  sisters

3. They stayed in the museum for hours.

a  four b 	昀椀ve	 c  two  d  three

4. The speaker saw his / her  Amir with his mum and dad.

a  uncle  b  teacher c  neighbour  d  friend

Language FunctionsB
Complete the following dialogue: 2

Esraa always helps her family at home.

Ahmad : Do you help your family at home?

Esraa : Yes, 1   .

Ahmad : 2   ? 

Esraa : This morning, I made the breakfast.

Ahmad : 3   ?

Esraa : Yes, it was a delicious breakfast.

Ahmad : What else did you do?

Esraa : 4  .

Ahmad : What do you feel when you help at home?

Esraa : 5  .
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Reading ComprehensionC
Read the following, then answer the questions:3

I’m Osman. I live in Aswan. It is located in the south of Egypt. I really like the 

weather there because it never gets cold. The people are very nice, too. They are 

friendly and generous. The food is really good. Aswan is a very interesting place to 

visit. It has some great museums and lots of fascinating old buildings. The hotels 

aren’t expensive to stay and they are comfortable, too. If you are planning to visit 

Aswan,	you	should	de昀椀nitely	see	 the	Elephantine	 Island	and	 the	 temple	of	Philae.
A. Answer the following questions:

1. What is the passage about?

2. Why does Osman like Aswan?

3. Where can you stay in Aswan?

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. Osman likes the weather in Aswan because it never gets  .

a  cold  b  hot  c  sunny  d  cloudy

5. The underlined word “It” refers to .

a  Egypt b  Aswan c  food d  the Temple of Philae

6. The people in Aswan are friendly and  .

a  cruel  b  noisy c  generous  d  ugly

Vocabulary and StructureD
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:4

1. I often feel a pain in my 

a  stomach b  headache c  bandage d  medicine 

2. Where did you  go on vacation with your parents?

a  used to b  using to c  use d  use to

3. You  wear warm clothes when it is cold outside.

a  mustn’t b  shouldn’t c  must d  have
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4. This machine’s  is amazing.

a  ingredient b  web c  necklace d  design 

5. Hoda lives in a  of flats in Giza.

a  planet  b  block  c  piece  d  hole

6. You have to go through that  to get to the main street.

a  arm b  soil c  air d  arch

7. I communicate  my friends using the internet.

a  to  b  in  c  with  d  at

8. When the boys went to the zoo, they played 

a  happy b  happily c  as happy d  happier

9. Children mustn’t talk to  . 

a  teachers b  friends c  strangers d  relatives 

10. Every one of the boys liked the funfair so much. It was really  .

a  awesome b  terrible c  horrible d  bad

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets:5

1. They always  (speaking) loudly.

2.  (Has) you got a garden in your house?

3. Do they  (has) a sewing machine?

4. You  (mustn’t) help old people.

WritingE
Write an email of about NINETY (90) words: 6

to your relative telling him/her about you school rules.

- Your name is Nadi(a) and your email address is nadi(a)post@hotmail.com.

- Your relative’s name is Reda and his/her email address is reda@yahoo.com. 
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TEST 11

ListeningA
Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:1

1. Samir is a volunteer for a   .

a  company  b  charity c  park d  zoo

2. The charity helps to clean a local  .

a  canal b  school c  beach d  river

3. They go to the beach and  up the rubbish at the weekend.

 a  pick  b  wash c  look d  get

4. They always pick up lots of  bottles.

 a  glass b  paper c  wood d  plastic

Language FunctionsB
Complete the following dialogue: 2

Ali and Bassim are talking about a nice restaurant.

Ali : That is a nice restaurant.

Bassim : 1  .

Ali : Why don't we have dinner there?

Bassim : 2   .

Ali : 3   ?

Bassim : I would like to go there today.

Ali : What would you like to eat there?

Bassim : 4   .

Ali : Fish is nice. 5  .

Bassim : That’s fine.

Reading ComprehensionC
Read the following, then answer the questions:3

Fareed has a small shop and he sells milk, butter, cheese, eggs and other things in 

it. His shop is in a small town, and it is open all the week, but it is closed on Sunday.
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Fareed goes to some farmers on Sunday and buys their best butter, cheese and 

eggs, but he buys his milk in the town. A truck brings it to his shop in the morning. 

Fareed and his wife work in the shop, and they sell a lot of food, because it is good 

and clean.

A woman came into the shop on Saturday. She bought some eggs and some butter, 

and then she said to Fareed’s wife, “Your eggs and butter are good.” Fareed’s wife 

was happy.

A. Answer the following questions:

1. What is the passage about?

2. What brings milk to Fareed’s shop?

3. Why do you think Fareed’s wife was happy?

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. Fareed’s shop is closed on  .

a  Saturday  b  Sunday  c  Friday  d  Monday

5. The underlined word “their” refers to  .

a  the farmers  b  Fareed and his wife

c  butter and milk  d  cheese and eggs

6. A woman bought some  from the shop.

a  cheese and eggs   b  eggs and butter

c  milk and cheese   d  butter and milk

Vocabulary and StructureD
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:4

1. I forgot to put the rubbish out for the rubbish   this morning.

a  collectors b  connectors c  managers d  engineers

2. If you are   of someone, you feel pleased with them.

a  angry b  afraid c  proud d  terrible

3. When I walked into the room, everyone  .

a  worked b  is working c  works d  was working
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4. Rainforests are filled with  animals.

a  amazing b  cheap c  helpful d  careless

5. There is no  at work; every day is different.

a  sport  b  exercise  c  routine  d  job

6. Students  go to school on Fridays.

a  always  b  often  c  usually  d  never

7. I like to help my mum  the house.

a  spend  b  clean  c  remove  d  build

8.  is beautiful writing using special pens or brushes.

a  Calligraphy b  Photography c  Sewing d  Wedding

9. She is a person. She always leaves her toys on the floor.

a  tidy b  clever c  messy d  nice

10. My father to wake up early to go to work.

a  have b  should c  must d  has

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets:5

1. When I  (am) a child, I used to sleep in my mother’s room.

2. A: What (do) you say?

B: I didn’t say anything.

3. You  (must) leave dangerous things near children.

4. What did your grandfather  (used) to do?

WritingE
Write an email of about NINETY (90) words: 6

to your cousin Lola telling her about your trip to Al Azhar Park.

- Your name is Amal and your email address is amalmail@hotmail.com.

- Your cousin’s email address is lola111@yahoo.com. 
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TEST 12

ListeningA
Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:1

1.  Recycling Day is an event in March.

a  Local b  Global c  National d  Area

2. We should remind people of the importance of  things. 

a  diving b  biking c  recycling d  hiking

3. Recycling things includes  , plastic, metal and water etc.

a  paper b  air c  pepper d  meat

4. There are now recycling  in many different countries.

a  accidents b  events c  ants d  elephants

Language FunctionsB
Complete the following dialogue: 2

Alaa and Mariam are talking about tourism.

Alaa : Are many tourists visiting Egypt these day's, Mariam?

Mariam : 1  .

Alaa : 2  ?

Mariam : Hotels and travel companies work hard to attract tourists.

Alaa : 3   ?

Mariam : Many tourists visit the Red Sea, Luxor, Aswan and many other places.

Alaa : How should we treat tourists?

Mariam : 4   . 

Alaa : 5   !

Mariam : You're welcome.
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Reading ComprehensionC
Read the following, then answer the questions:3

One evening, a hungry fox came to a farmer’s house. There was a big dog lying 

outside the house. It was tied to a tree with a rope. A woman came out of the house 

and put a plate of meat on the ground. She put it near enough for the dog to reach, but 

the dog wasn’t hungry. It didn’t eat the meat. The fox was very hungry, but it was afraid 

that the dog might attack it if it tried to eat the meat. The fox began to walk slowly 

round the tree and the dog followed it. The rope was also going round and round the 

tree and so it became shorter and shorter. At last, the rope was too short for the dog 

to reach the plate. Then the fox ate up the meat and ran away.

A. Answer the following questions:

1. What did the woman put to the dog? 

2. What did the fox want? 

3. What do you think of the fox? 

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. The dog was tied to a tree with a  .

a   hook  b  rope  c  wire  d  cloth

5. To make the rope  , the fox walked around the tree.

a   longer  b  heavier  c  taller  d  shorter

6. The underlined pronoun “It” refers to the  .

a  dog  b  rope  c  fox  d  house

Vocabulary and StructureD
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:4

1. My  grandfather was a volunteer in a charity.

a  wide b  huge c  giant d  great

2. We use  for making clothes.

a  wood b  cotton c  clay d  metal

3. The bike is not as expensive the car.

a  as b  so c  than d  to
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4. Which  do you work for?

 a  pot b  chemical c 	昀椀gure	 d  company

5. I put all my books on that high  .

a  cupboard  b  mirror  c  bookshelf  d  curtain

6. To  is to give something useful to person that needs help.

a  donate  b  prepare  c  act  d  feed

7. You look tired, Ahmed. Why don’t you   a rest?

a  make  b  give  c  have  d  do

8. The nurse picked up the baby .

a  gently b  gentle c  as gentle  d  more gentle

9. Our children need love, care and .

a  weakness b  sadness c  kindness d  stress

10. I  remember to buy my friend a birthday present.

a  mustn’t b  shouldn’t c  has to d  must

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets:5

1. That is the museum  (which) we saw amazing statues.

2.   (Do) you use to have a bike when you were a child?

3.  I don’t have to  (woke) up early. It’s a holiday

4.  The place which we live in is very  (quietly).

WritingE
Write an email of about NINETY (90) words: 6

to your friend Nadi(a) telling him/her about your new house.

- Your name is Shadi(a) and your email address is shadi(a)@gmail.com.

- Your friend’s email address is nadi(a)@yahoo.com. 
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TEST 13

ListeningA
Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:1

1. Ahmed works for a  which looks after animals.

a  charity b  club c  zoo d  company

2. The animals that are old or sick cannot  anymore.

a  run b  work  c  eat  d  play

3. People donate  to the charity to buy food for the animals.

a  carts  b   clothes c  money d  food

4. They help to feed the animals and look  them.

a  out  b  for  c  up  d  after

Language FunctionsB
Complete the following dialogue: 2

Dina is asking Elham about the Red Crescent.

Dina : Have you heard about The Red Crescent?

Elham : 1  . It is one of the  

most important charities in the world.

Dina : Who helps in this charity?

Elham : 2  . 

Dina : 3  ? 

Elham : Volunteers help ill and injured people when there is a natural disaster.

Dina : 4  ?

Elham : Yes, many people donate money and clothes. 

Dina : Thank you for this information.

Elham : 5  .
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Reading ComprehensionC
Read the following, then answer the questions:3

Most countries in the world welcome tourists because of the money they bring in. 

To encourage tourism, countries provide comfortable, cheap hotels, good food, and 

many kinds of amusement. One of the problems for a country wishing to attract a lot of 

tourists is the cost of building hotels for them. Building big hotels costs much money 

and many of the countries that need tourists are poor. Tourists often feel happy about 

the different customs and habits that they see around them.

A. Answer the following questions:

1. What’s the main idea of the passage?

2. What makes tourists feel happy?

3. Do you think that tourism is important for Egypt? Why / Why not?

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. Tourists choose places for a holiday with  hotels.

a  cold b  expensive c  sunny  d  cheap

5. The underlined pronoun “them” refers to  .

a  tourists b  poor people c  hotels d  countries

6. Many of the countries that need tourists are  .

a  small b  rich c  big d  poor

Vocabulary and StructureD
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:4

1. The manager explained to the workers what to do in a/an  .

a  reason b  history c  emergency d  jewellery

2. To  is to be the first in a competition.

a  lose b  win c  miss d  watch 

3. Students  speak with each others during a test.

a  haven’t b  doesn’t c  aren’t d  mustn’t
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4. Many  like to visit Luxor.

a  pharaohs b  insects c  tourists d  objects

5. I always like to do the same things every day. That’s why I have a/an  .

a  routine  b  job  c  work  d  interview

6. I like to  sailing in the Red Sea this summer.

a  come  b  go  c  take  d  have

7. A  is a large room in a hospital for people who are ill.

a  word b  work c  ward d  way

8. Shall I close the windows ?

a  tight  b  tightly c  as tight  d  more tight

9. First, I made my mother breakfast. , I helped my sister with her homework.

a  Secondly b  Thirdly c  Final d  Than

10. We  in the classroom when the bell rang.

a  study b  to study c  studied d  were studying

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets:5

1. English is the subject  (who) I love most.

2.  Should I  (slept) early?

3. The hotel is visited  (buy) more and more tourists.

4. Luxor is not as  (bigger) as Cairo.

WritingE
Write an email of about NINETY (90) words: 6

to your friend about yourself. 

- Your name is Alaa and your email address is alaa66@yahoo.com.

-   Your friend’s name is Sami(a) and his/her email address 

sami(a)@hotmail.com. 
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TEST 14

ListeningA
  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:1

1. Sondos is my aunt’s new  .

a  mum b  sister c   dad d  baby

2. Sondos is  loudly because she can see my aunt’s cat.

a  laughing b  crying  c  shouting d  speaking

3. Sondos is  .

a  sad  b  bad c  sweet  d  careful

4. Sondos thinks this cat is very  .

a  ugly  b  funny  c  wrong  d  boring

Language FunctionsB
Complete the following dialogue: 2

Heba and Basant are talking about the ancient Egyptians.

Heba : Hi! Basant.

Basant : Hi! Heba.

Heba : Did you read about the ancient Egyptians?

Basant : 1   . I read a lot of books about them.

Heba : 2  ?

Basant : Yes, I did. The Pyramids are great.

Heba : I can't believe 3   .

Basant : 4   ?

Heba : Yes, I know. They used them as tombs for their kings. 

Basant : 5   .
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Reading ComprehensionC
Read the following, then answer the questions:3

A young man was driving his new car when a stone broke the car’s glass. He stopped 

and drove back to where it came from. The angry driver jumped out of the car and 

pushed the nearest child against the car. He shouted that his car was so expensive 

and the stone would cost him much money. The child said, “I am sorry but I did not 

know what to do. I did that because no one else would stop to help me. My brother 

lost his leg in a car accident. While I was pushing him in his wheelchair, he suddenly 

fell off. He was too heavy for me to place him back.”

A. Answer the following questions:

1- What happened to the car?

2- Why did the young man drive back?

3- Who threw this stone at the car?

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. The underlined word “it” refers to the  .

a   car  b  leg  c  money  d  stone

5. The child had to hit the new car with the stone because he 

a   was angry with the young man 

b  was playing

c  wanted to stop someone to help him

d  had a car accident

6. The boy was  .

a   bad  b  ugly  c  clever  d  stupid

Vocabulary and StructureD
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:4

1. We can stop by using green energy. 

a  population b  pollution c 	昀氀ood	 d  drought

2. Our city for its delicious black honey. 

a  is knowing b  are known c  known d  is known
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3. A police  helps to keep people safe in the streets.

a 	of昀椀cer	 b  manager c  programmer d  actor

4. The air in cities is usually a lot  than the air in the countryside.   

a  dirty b  clean c  dirtiest d  dirtier

5. I went to university  I studied English and German.

a  who b  which c  where d  whose

6. A/An  is a large comfortable chair with parts to put your arms on.

a  armchair b  basin c  wardrobe d  mirror

7. A  is a diagram or picture that uses bars of different colours and 

sizes to show different amounts.

a  timetable b  bar chart c  calendar d  menu

8. Ali’s shirt is . It has long narrow lines.

a  electric b  careless c  far d  striped

9. Our school went on a trip to the Suez where we saw many ships.

a  River b  Canal c  Sea d  Lake

10. We shouldn’t drink water.

a  tape b  top  c  tap d  tab 

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets:5

1. I couldn’t answer the phone because I  (play).

2. Five bags of rubbish were  (collecting) by students.

3. He used to study a lot when he  (is) young.

4. Ramy is the  (younger) boy in our family.

WritingE
Write a paragraph of about NINETY (90) words on: 6

“A school trip to a museum”
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TEST 15

ا䐣لزهر  الشريف

ListeningA
Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:1

1- The family is in the . 

a   park b   mosque c   kitchen d  street 

2- The mother and the sisters are sitting under a . 

a   window b   park c    tree d   desk

Language FunctionsB
Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-dialogues:2

1- Elham : What	should	I	do	to	keep	昀椀t?

Faten :  .

2- Ahmad :  ?

Esraa : A volunteer works for no money to help people.

UsageC
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:3

1. It’s hot! I’m looking forward to  some juice. 

a  drink  b  drinks c  drinking d  drank

2. I’m proud  my father. He is my hero.

a  for b  of c  on d  in

3. As we  tennis, Amr called us.  

a  are playing b  played c  playing d  were playing

4. The  pumps blood around the body.  

a   lung b  head c  heart d  brain

5. English in many countries all over the world.

a  spoken b  is speaking c  are spoken d  is spoken

6. I won  prizes last week.

a  two b  to c  toe d  too
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Reading ComprehensionD
Read the following, then answer the questions:4

We can help protect the environment in our everyday life. The most important way 

to protect the environment is to plant trees. Trees may take long to grow, but they are 

good for our children. We must also stop cutting them down. We must use less water 

when we wash or brush our teeth. To protect the environment, we can walk, use bikes 

or public means of transport instead of our cars. Cars cause a lot of air pollution. We 

can also collect rubbish and recycle it. 

A. Answer the following questions:

1. What is the most important way to protect the environment?

2. What else can we do to protect the environment? 

3. What causes much air pollution?

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. We can collect  and recycle it. 

a  rubbish b  trees c  pollution d  transports

5. We mustn’t  trees.

a  feed b  water c  plant d  cut down  

WritingE
Write a paragraph of FIVE (5) sentences on:5

“Your future job”
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TEST 16

ا䐣لزهر  الشريف

ListeningA
Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:1

1. The speaker likes his . 

a  living room b  bedroom c  bathroom d  classroom

2- There is a  in front of the bed.

a  window b  chest of drawers c  wardrobe d  TV

Language FunctionsB
Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-dialogues:2

1- Magda : What time do you go to bed at the weekend?

Ola :  .

2- Mariam :  ?

Muhammad : My grandparents used to live in the countryside.

UsageC
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c  or d:3

1. My father is my  because he is very brave. 

a   hero b  heart c  hair d   home

2. Mustafa is a very clever student. He  studies hard.

a  sometimes b   never c  always d  occasionally

3. The opposite of "poor" is  

a  beautiful b   small c  ugly d   rich

4. My son smiles   when I look at him. 

a   happily b  careful c  happy d  careless

5. My father  in Giza in 2008. 

a   was lived b  live c  will live d   lived

6. My daily  starts with breakfast at home.

a  project  b  routine c  subject d  sport
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Reading ComprehensionD
Read the following, then answer the questions:4

I’m Marwa. I live in a big house. I like my bedroom. I open the curtains in the morning 

to let sunshine in. I like seeing the sunshine when I get up. My bed is under the window. 

There is also a sofa next to the window. I always read my favourite books on it. I put my 

things in a big chest of drawers. This is next to the door. I have a basin in my bedroom. 

I have a big mirror. I always like to look at myself in it!

A. Answer the following questions:

1. What does Marwa like seeing?

2. Where is Marwa’s bed? 

3. Why does Marwa open the curtains in the morning?

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. The sofa is  the window.

a  in front of b  behind c  around d  next to

5. Marwa puts her things in a  .

a  window  b  basin

c  chest of drawers  d  mirror  

WritingE
Write a paragraph of FIVE (5) sentences:5

“Air pollution”
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1. My daily routine/ What do I do every day?

I’m thirteen years old. My daily routine is the same 

every day. I like getting up early, so I always get up at 

6 in the morning. My mum always makes our breakfast. 

Then I have a shower and put on my school uniform. 

I always go to school by bus. My parents work at the 

nearby hospital. They get home late, so I often help to 

make dinner. In the evening, I do my homework, read 

on the sofa, watch TV and text my friends. I always go 

to bed at 9.

2. What  I and my family usually do in the 

holidays

There are five people in my family: me, mum, dad 

and my two brothers. We don’t usually have a routine 

in the holidays. I get up at 11. My mum is a housewife. 

I always  help her make breakfast. My brothers help, 

too. My dad is a dentist. He usually takes us to a nearby 

park. We always play and have fun when we go there. 

We have lunch and take a lot of selfies there. We go 

home at about four o’clock. In the evenings, I often 

listen to music.

3. A description of my bedroom

We have a big family house. I like it so much. I really 

like my bedroom. There is always lots of sunshine 

when I open the curtains. I like seeing the sunshine 

when I get up. My bed is under the windows. I have a 

big wardrobe in front of the bed. There is also a sofa 

next to the window. I always read my favourite books 

on it. I put my things in a big chest of drawers. I don’t 

have a basin in my bedroom because the bathroom is 

next to my room. I have a big mirror.

4. Different people in my family

I have many people in my family. We are all now 

in the park. My dad is playing chess with my uncle. 

My brothers are playing football. They always play 

football together. My mum and aunt are preparing for 

lunch. They are making us sandwiches. We are in a 

quiet place in the park. My sisters are taking selfies 

beside the flowers. We usually come to the park at the 

Weekends. We enjoy our time together there. We feel 

very happy at the park.

5. A description of my friends' photo

This is a photo of my friends and me. It shows that 

we are all happy and we smile. We took it yesterday 

in a nearby park. In the background, our fathers and 

mothers are sitting under a big tree. In the foreground,  

my friends Tamer and Salah are sitting on the grass. 

You can see some people walking beside where we 

are standing. We usually take photos when we get out 

together. I have a lot of photos in a big album.

6. What makes a hero?

A hero is someone who can be brave when they face 

a problem. A hero is a person who is able to help others. 

A person can become a hero by saving someone who 

is in danger. A hero is someone that puts people first. A 

hero thinks about other people before they think about 

themselves.  Firefighters are heroes. They think about 

saving people. Sometimes a hero can be a teacher. He/

She can teach you to read and write. That will make 

a difference to your life. We have a lot of heroes who 

we’re proud of in Egypt.

7. How my life used to be

My life was different when I was young. I used to have 

different activities. When I was seven, I used to help my 

parents in the house. I helped my mother with the kitchen 

work. I used to help my father with his work in the garden. 

When my family visited my grandparents, I used to help 

my grandfather on his farm. Now, I'm much older. I have 

a different house, different friends and different activities.

8. A hero I am proud of

I'm proud of Mrs Karima Mahmoud. She is a great 

woman. When she was young, she used to study hard to 

become a nurse. She worked hard to pay for her study. 

When she became a nurse, she helped many people in 

her hospital. Her patients like her because she is very 

kind. She became an important nursing manager. 

Paragraphs & Emails
فقرات إنشائية ورسائل بريد الكترونى وردت بالوحدات
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9. How life used to be different in Ancient Egypt

Life in Ancient Egypt was different to today's life. 

Poor children didn’t use to go to school. Children from 

rich families used to start school when they were about 

seven. Children used to enjoy playing games. When 

older parents died, they used to leave their houses to 

the sons. The Ancient Egyptians used to leave jewellery 

and furniture inside their houses to the daughters. They 

lived around the Nile River where they could grow 

crops. They built pyramids.

10. A description of a historic place I visited

It was our family’s first trip to Luxor and Aswan. We 

flew to Luxor first. We began our tour with our guide 

named Ola. She made us feel happy and we visited all 

the places there. Ola was a clever guide. She gave us 

information about the ancient Egyptian culture. In Luxor, 

we visited the Luxor Temple and the Karnak Temple. 

We bought tickets for the Sound and Light Show at the 

Karnak at night. It was amazing. In Aswan, we visited 

many wonderful places. We visited the High Dam, the 

Philae Temple and the Aswan Museum. I recommend 

this trip my friends.

11.  What I think of tourism.

Tourism is very important to Egypt. However, It brings 

money to the country. This helps the local people. But I 

don’t think that tourism helps the environment. Tourists 

drop rubbish and damage places in other ways, like 

sitting on ancient ruins. They often travel by car. This 

makes pollution. However, most tourists behave well. 

They know it’s important to protect historic places. 

When people visit a historic place, they understand why 

we need to protect it. 

12.  The rules for a place I visited

I visited the Egyptian Museum last weekend. It was 

a fantastic place. There are some rules I have to follow 

in this place. I mustn't drop rubbish. I mustn't damage 

objects. I mustn't touch any of them. I mustn't sit on 

stones. I must keep the place clean and safe. I mustn't 

use a camera. I must protect all the objects in the place. 

These historic places are very important to Egypt. Many 

tourists visit these places. We should treat them kindly. 

13. What I think we can do to protect the 

environment

We can help protect the environment in our everyday 

life. The most important way to protect the environment 

is to plant trees. We must also stop cutting down trees. 

We mustn’t destroy gardens and forests. We must use 

less water when we wash or brush our teeth. To protect 

the environment, we can walk, use bikes or public 

transport instead of our cars. Cars cause a lot of air 

pollution. We can collect rubbish and recycle it. This 

helps keep the environment clean.

14. A short story about a girl helping the poor

I read a story about a girl who lived in a small village. 

She used to help some old people near her house. She 

sometimes bought them some food, medicine and often 

got them clothes from other rich people. Although the 

girl wasn’t rich, she thought of other people who need 

help. She thought that helping poor people can make 

the community more useful. So, if we all think like that 

girl, we will have a happy life.

15. Random acts of kindness

Our class decided to do one act of kindness every 

day for three days. This is what I did: on the first day, I 

bought my mother flowers. On the second day, I gave 

my seat to an old man on the bus. On the third day, 

I donated money and clothes to a charity which helps 

disabled people. My friend Hossam did some acts 

of kindness, too. On the first day, he gave money to 

a beggar. On the second day, he gave directions to a 

stranger. On the third day, he helped an old woman 

cross a street.

16.  How I could help people in my community

I can do many acts of kindness to people in my 

community. I can work as a volunteer in a charity or 

hospital. I can pick up rubbish and put it in bins. I can 

help my neighbours by doing the shopping. I can donate 

things and money to a charity. I have to help my old 

neighbours. I have to keep the street clean. This helps 

the street cleaners so much. I have to help beggars who 

are hungry. I have to be helpful in my community.
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17. How we can recycle rubbish at school

We have a problem at school. The problem is 

about rubbish. In our school, we have a rubbish bin 

everywhere. The students are very good and they 

always put their rubbish in the bins. The rubbish is 

collected every week and is sent to a special factory 

in the city. They can recycle a lot of paper or plastic. 

Before students put things in the rubbish bin, we ask 

them if they can recycle that. They can put it in a special 

bin so it can be used again.

18. How to use less water

Water is very important. We cannot live without it. 

Water makes up more than half of our body weight. Water 

is necessary for drinking, bathing, cooking, cleaning, 

washing and so on. We must save and recycle. People 

shouldn't waste water. Some people waste a lot of water 

by washing their cars. We should take a five-minute bath 

to save water. We should keep the lakes clean. People 

mustn't throw rubbish in rivers. They should help clean 

them all the time.

19. Helping the environment

Environment is the nature in which animals, plants 

and people live. It’s very important to look after the 

environment. There are many ways to do that. We 

can plant trees. We can recycle rubbish. We mustn’t 

throw waste in rivers. We should use green means 

of transport. We can live a happy life if we do these 

things. We shouldn't throw plastic bottles or rubbish in 

rivers. We should use electric cars. Electric Cars are 

very useful to the environment. We should keep the 

environment clean to live a happy life.

Azhar Paragraphs

1. What I do every day

I like getting up early, so I always get up at 6 in the 

morning. My mum always makes our breakfast. Then I 

have a shower and put on my school uniform. I always 

go to school by bus. In the evening, I do my homework, 

read on the sofa, watch TV and text my friends.

2. What I do at the weekend / My weekend 
activities

Hi, I’m Omar. I’m a prep-school student. I’m twelve 

years old. I live with my mum and dad in a small flat in 

Minya. At the weekend, I’m usually quite lazy. I usually 

spend a nice time with my family. My parents and I go 

and visit my grandparents at their house. Their house is 

bigger than our flat. On Saturday morning, I often stay in 

bed and then I have a late breakfast with grandmother - 

she’s a fantastic cook!

3. My future job

I would like to be a scientist in the future. I like this 

job because a scientist works hard to make people's life 

easier. This job will make me able to do something new 

and helpful to the world. Without science life could be 

hard.

4. A school trip to a museum

I went on a school trip to the Egyptian Museum last 

week. There were many statues and ancient monuments. 

It was fun. I recommend it because we can learn about 

ancient Egyptian history. I saw many tourists there.

5. Jobs in the house

In my house, I help my mother with the kitchen work. 

Sometimes, I put away things. I often help my dad with 

the garden plants. I help my brother with his maths 

homework. I usually help my sister with her science 

lessons.

6. Air pollution

Factories and cars cause air pollution. Air in many 

cities is polluted by traffic and factories wastes. So, we 

must plant lots of trees in all our cities. This will help 

clean the air around us. We should use green means of 

transport such as bikes.

Emails

1. My new house

To : john55@gmail.com

From : omar22@yahoo.com

Subject  : My new house

Dear John,

  How are you and your family? I'd like to tell you that 

we moved in a new house last week. Here is some 

information about my new house. It's a big house with 

a garden. It's near my school. It has five rooms. I have 

a big bedroom with a bathroom. It has a big window 

looking at the garden. The house has a big gate and a 

garage. I hope you can write to me soon.

Best wishes

Yours,

Omar
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2. About myself

To : jessica14@gmail.com

From : nour85@yohoo.com.

Dear Jessica,

It is nice to write to you. My name is Nourhan. I'm 

from Ismailia, in Egypt.  It's a nice city on the Red 

Sea. Every Friday, I play tennis with my friends. In the 

evenings, I go shopping with my mother. My favourite 

subjects are English and science. Thank you for being 

my pen friend. I hope to hear from you soon, 

Yours,

Nourhan

3. A trip to Al Azhar Park

To : sarahamdi@yahoo.com

From : salmazaki@gmail.com

Subject : A trip to Al Azhar Park

Dear Sara,

 I live with my family in Cairo. My family and I always 

go on trips around Egypt. Once, we went on a trip to 

Al Azhar Park. It was sunny and we all felt active. We 

arrived at Al Azhar Park at 9 am. My mother and father 

sat under a tree. We visited the Umm Sultan Shaban 

Mosque. It was really amazing. We took wonderful 

photos there. My middle sister took selfies as usual. We 

got home at 6. It was a fantastic day and all of us felt 

happy.

Yours,

Salma

4. A person that I am proud of (My hero)

To : radi(a)ali@yahoo.com

From : nadi(a)omar@gmail.com

Subject : A person I'm proud of

Dear Nadi(a),

 How are you? I want to tell you about my mother. My 

mother is a person I am very proud of. When she was 

younger, she used to study very hard. She wanted to be 

a doctor. She used to work to help pay for her studies. 

In 2020, there was a health emergency. Many people 

were in hospital. I became ill, too. I was in hospital for 

two weeks. She helped me and other people in the 

hospital. She was always very kind. She is one of the 

most important doctors in Cairo. I am very proud of her!

Yours, 

Radi(a)

5. An object in my home.

From : shadi(a)post@gmail.com

To : fawzi(a)mail@yahoo.com

Subject : An object in my home

Dear Fawzi(a),

 I’d like to describe my favourite object in my home. It’s 

a vase. My friend Samy bought the vase for me from 

Aswan in 2000. It is made of clay and it was made in 

Egypt. The vase is fantastic. It is coloured beautifully. I 

put fresh flowers in this vase every morning. At present, 

this vase is kept on my desk. It makes my desk more 

wonderful. It is the best present I got from Samy. I like 

it very much. I feel happy when I look at it. Write soon.

Yours,

Shadi(a)

6. School rules

To : george(ina)55@yahoo.com

From : fadi(a)666@gmail.com

Subject : My school rules

Dear George(ina),

 How are you? There are some school rules that I have 

to follow. At school, I have to arrive on time.  I have 

to listen to my teacher. I don’t have to answer all the 

questions. I have to wear the school uniform. I don't 

have to play at break. I have to behave well. In the 

library, I have to keep quiet. I have to give the books 

back on time. I have to put away the books after I read 

them. I mustn't eat at the library.

Yours,

Fadi(a)

7. The place where I live

To : sherif(a)77@gmail.com

From : nadi(a)33@yahoo.com

Subject : The place where I live

Dear Sherif(a),

 I live in Aswan. It is located in the south of Egypt. Its 

weather is warm all year round. It is known for its ancient 

monuments. Tourists come from all over the world to 

visit it. They visit Philae Temple in the Elephantine 

Island and the Aswan Museum. Many crops are grown 

in Aswan like sugar cane, wheat and dates. In Aswan 

you can eat many kinds of fish. People in Aswan are 

very friendly. You can go there from Cairo by train or 

by plane. When you go by train, you can see beautiful 

views.

Yours,

Nadi(a)
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Aya is 13 and lives in a village in India. Her father is a street-food seller and her mother is a shop 

worker. They have to work every day, so Aya must stay at home to look after her younger brothers and 

sisters.

Then, when her parents come home from work, Aya goes to school in the evening. Aya always goes 

to school in the dark, but she loves her lessons and always listens to the teacher carefully.

Today, the girls are learning about how to look after plants and trees. Aya always feels very tired 

when she gets home, but she is grateful for being able to learn.

Test 1

Port Said is located in the north-east of Egypt. The city is known for its ships, which come and go 

from around the world. Port Said is connected to Suez by the Suez Canal. Many fish are caught in the 

sea near Port Said.

Test 2

I’m Mustafa. I’ve got lots of books, and I like to sit and read in the big armchair. I keep all my clothes 

in the chest of drawers. Our bathroom is downstairs, but I have a basin in my room, where I can wash 

my hands before I eat.

Test 3

Many great jobs do something to help other people. Many people think that being a firefighter is a 
great job because they save people’s lives. They have to do dangerous things to save people. A lot of 

people think teachers are heroes. They teach us to read, to write and to do many other things.

Test 4

I’m Eman. At the weekend, I’m learning to do lots of new things. Our neighbour, Mr Osman, is in 

hospital at the moment. With some other neighbours in our building, we’re repairing his flat. My sisters 

and I are painting the kitchen and I am also sewing some new curtains.

Test 5

I’m Manal. Mona and I are starting a calligraphy and art club at school. We’re very excited about it. 

My uncle is an artist and he’s coming to the school to teach us. We’re studying Arabic calligraphy and 

we’re enjoying it.

Test 6

I’m Mo’men. I don’t have to walk to school. I take the bus. I have to look after my brother, take out 

the rubbish and do my homework. I have to do much English and maths homework.

Test 7

Yunis :  Grandma, have you got a watermelon?

Grandma :  Yes, I have. It’s on the table.

Yunis :  Can I have some, please? I like watermelon.

Grandma :  Yes, of course. We need a knife to cut it!

Yunis :  Shall I help you to cut it?

Grandma :   Thank you, Yunis, but be careful with the knife!
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Test 8

 I have a lamp on the bookshelf next to my bed so I can read at night. I have a wardrobe with a mirror on

 the front, and my desk is under the window. I like my curtains. Their colour matches the carpet. The best

thing about my room is the sofa. I can sit there and read or watch videos on my computer.

Test 9

Ancient Egyptian doctors understood that the heart pumps blood around the body. However, they 

used to think that the heart also pumped air to our lungs! They were also the first people to understand 

some of the things the brain did, but they did not know how important it was.

Test 10

Last Tuesday, I went to the Museum of Islamic Art with my family. While we were waiting to go into 

the museum, I saw my friend Amir with his mum and dad! My parents bought the tickets. We stayed in 

the museum for two hours before we went home.

Test 11

I’m Samir. I work as a volunteer for a charity which helps to clean our local beach. At the weekend, 

we go to the beach and pick up the rubbish that people leave behind. We always pick up lots of plastic 

bottles!

Test 12

Global Recycling Day is an event in March. It aims to remind people of the importance of recycling 

things including paper, plastic, metal, water and even gas and oil. It started in 2018 and there are now 

recycling events in many different countries.

Test 13

I’m Ahmed. I work for a charity which looks after animals, such as horses and camels that are old 

or sick and cannot work anymore. People donate money to the charity to buy food for the animals. We 

help to feed them and look after them. 

Test 14

This is my aunt’s new baby, Sondos. She is sweet. She is laughing loudly in this picture because 

she can see my aunt’s cat. She always laughs when she sees this cat. She thinks it’s very funny

Test 15

This is a photo of my family in the Park. My mother and my sisters are sitting under a tree in the 

foreground of the photo. 

Test 16

I like my bedroom. When I open the curtains, there is always lots of sunlight in the room. The bed 

is under the window. In front of the bed, I have a big wardrobe.
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1. Listen and choose:

1- c. a street - food seller

2. c. to look after her brothers and sisters

3. a. to school

4. a. tired but grateful

2. Complete the following dialogue:

1. I'm sorry 

2. What do you mean  3. Why

4. idea    5. could 

3. Read the following:

1.  He was exploring a palace in ancient  

Babylon.

2.  Because the objects all had labels 

on them. 

3. The strange collection of objects.

4. d. a lot older than the palace

5. d. things you keep together 

6. b. They were interested in history

4. Choose the correct answer:

1. d. Street-food seller 

2. b. block

3. b. scared  4. a. messy

5. d. volunteer  6. c. use to live

7. a. hero  8. a. was walking

9. a. touch  10. c. which

5. Complete the sentences:

1. won 

2. is taking

3. are sold

4. has

End of Term Practice Answers

End of Term Practice Answers
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